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Welcome from the Dean
We live in a universe that is in motion. Nothing stands still. Everything is in expansion. In that 
framework of reference if we are not moving forward we are by default falling behind. Our 
regional scope has now become a global perspective, and our professional knowledge-base 
is now only the core of disciplines that continues to expand and collide with other disciplines 
creating the professions of tomorrow. We live in challenging times that call for study, creativity, 
risk taking, and innovation. 

Past generations had the challenge of going from good to great. Our mind set was oriented 
towards enhancing a reality that was already working well. Our reluctance to change was not 
surprising. Change happened through evolution rather than revolution. In contrast, today our 
tolerance to change has grown in direct proportion to our declining prosperity. We seek to 
prepare future generations as agents of change and need to bring all our assets together in 
making that happen. That includes our alumni.

The contributions of our alumni in our college symposia show their readiness to participate 
in getting forthcoming generations ready for the challenges and opportunities of the future. 
This year we will be presenting a large number of plenary sessions that match a record 
number of outstanding alumni being recognized. We also have a record number of special 
thematic sessions holding discussion panels.

As in previous years, our 2011 CAP Alumni Symposium stands in testimony of our vocation to 
build a community of knowledge that bridges over graduation formalities and acknowledges 
that we are all perpetual learners. The CAP Alumni Symposium seeks to provide a forum 
through which our faculty, students, and former students can benefit from the wealth of 
professional experience that our alumni can provide. 

Please join us in celebrating our alumni. Together we constitute an influential force that can 
have a transformative effect in the future.

Guillermo Vasquez de Velasco, Ph.D. 
Dean

Lori Pence, Editor

Christopher Helms, 
Design and Layout
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Previous Award Winners
Distinguished Alumnus Award

Craig Hartman BArch 73 1998
Julia Monk BArch 79 1999
Bruce Race BArch 80 1999
Linda Nelson Keane BArch 78 2000
Michael J. Holtz BArch 71 2001
Kerry Harding BLA 82 2001
Dennis Gordon URS 75 2002
Craig Mullins BArch 71 2002
Carol J H Yetken B.S. '78 2003
Greg Jacoby BArch 82 2004
Roger Neuenschwander BArch 73 2005
Yung Ho Chang BS 1983 2006
Doug Reddington BArch 78 2007
Karl Sonnenberg     BArch 75 2008
Gary L. Vance BArch 77 2010
Brad Barker BArch 81 2011

Award of Outstanding Achievement

Mark Chidister BS ' 77 1998
Sheila Snider BArch 74 1998
Rod Underwood BArch 71 1999
Eric Ernstberger BLA 78 1999
Alicia Goehring MURP '92 2000
Kurt Ofer BArch '83 2000
Ron Taylor BLA  '93 2000
Wayne Estopinal BArch 79 2001
Teresa Jeter-Newburn MURP 95 2001
Roger Neuenschwander BArch 73 2001
Paul Harding BArch 75 2002
Jeff Kingsbury BUPD 91 2002
Ronald Menze BArch 79 2002
Nolan Bingham BArch 76 2003
Thomas Doolittle BLA 83 2003
Kevin Russell BArch 97 2003
Jenifer Seal BArch 94 2003
Mark Fishero and 
Al McGuire

BArch 83 2004

Todd Rottmann BArch 92 2004
Deborah Burkhart BArch '80 2005
Ronald Fisher BArch '79 2005
Thomas Kerwin BArch '86 2005
Gregory Torchio BArch '80 2005
William M. Brown BArch '93 2006
Debra S. Kunce BArch '93 2006
Leslie H. Smith MLA '85 2006
Alan Reed BArch 86 2007
Jenelle Strayer Smagala BArch 88 2007
Diana Brenner, FAIA BArch '92 2008
Donald Powell, Jr. BArch 76 2008
John Hawkins BArch '82 2009
Rachel Minnery BArch '98 2009
Mark Williams BArch '89 2009
Craig D. Farnsworth BLA '86 2010
Larry A. Roan BLA '77 2010
Philip T. Stinson BArch '91 2010
Jeff Bone BArch '87 2011
Cynthia Bowen BUPD '96 2011
Richard Fetz BArch '79 2011
Richard Moake BArch '72 2011

A formal call for 
nominations occurs at 
the beginning of each 
calendar year via e-mail 
to CAP alumni.

To nominate a fellow 
alumnus provide us with 
their name and a few 
words of information 
about the candidate.

Please update your 
contact information to 
receive action e-mails by 
contacting Lori Pence, 
Assistant to the Dean, 
at lpence@bsu.edu or 
(765) 285-5879.

The Distinguished Alumnus Award is 
given to selected alumni with 15 years or 
more of professional experience who have 
achieved positions of influence and national 
or international reputations in their fields. 

Awards of Outstanding Achievement 
are made to selected alumni who are making 
outstanding contributions to their profession 
and to society.
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Schedule of Events
8:00 Continental Breakfast - CAP Gallery 8:00
9:00 Opening Remarks - AB100 9:00

 
9:15

KEYNOTE ADDRESS
Brad Barker BArch ‘81 - Distinguished Alumni Award - AB100 
Design - The Currency of a Smarter World

9:15

 
10:00

PLENARY ADDRESSES
Cynthia Bowen BURP ‘91 - Award of Outstanding Achievement - AB100 
Learning to Plan for Different Cultures

10:00

10:30 Jeff Bone BArch ‘87 - Award of Outstanding Achievement - AB100 
Sustaining Community: Small Steps, Big Change

10:30

11:00 Ribbon Cutting for CNC Router Enclosure 11:00
11:15 All CAP Photo - The Russel Garden 11:15
11:30 Lunch - CAP Atrium 11:30

1:30 Richard Fetz BArch ‘79 - Award of Outstanding Achievement - AB100 
Total Cost Modeling

1:30

2:00 Richard Moake BArch ‘72 - Award of Outstanding Achievement - AB100 
Listening, Hearing, and Understanding

2:00

2:30 Refreshment Break - CAP Gallery 2:30

 
3:00

PARALLEL SESSIONS
AB100

The Crystal Ball. What Does Your Future Hold? 
Panel discussion with alumni who have had diverse 
perspectives of the future

 
AB101

Women in the Field: Panel Discussion 
An interactive discussion with women of Landscape 
Architecture regarding their experience

 
AB202

John McCreery, AIA, CPHC, NCARB 
Katrin Klingenberg, CPHC, MArch ‘96 
Introducing Passive House Institute US History, 
Theory, Principles, and Practice

 
AB021

Robin Randall, BArch ‘86 
Inspired to Learn; Innovation in Educational Design

 
3:00

Dan Haake, MURP ‘06 
Tsunami of Freight: The Challenges and 
Opportunities for Midwestern Planners

3:30

4:00 Michael Holtz, BArch ‘71 
Design of a Large Net-Zero Energy Office Building

Dominick J. Gallegos, BArch ‘06, MArch ‘08 
Design Agency: 
Opportunistic Design and Generative Processes

4:00

4:30 1971 Class Photo Re-Creation - Meet in the CAP Gallery 4:30
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Alumni Society Board of Directors
The goal of the CAP Alumni Board is to 
support the programs of the college and 
to stimulate interest in the educational, 
professional, and social activities of the 
College’s alumni.  The Board of Directors 
hold meetings four times a year and can 
teleconference with alumni from out of state 
who would like to participate.  

CAP Alumni who are interested in serving on 
the Board of Directors should contact Greg 
Jacoby, President at gjacoby@BDMD.com. 

Membership

Greg Jacoby, BArch ‘82 – President 
Karen Courtney, BArch ’78 
Mark Demerly, BArch ’81 

Heather Graninger, BArch ’99 
J.P. Hall, MSHP ‘09 

John Marron, MURP “09 
M.J. Meneley, BLA ’96 
Rose Scoval, BUPD ‘99 

Dan Woodfin, Faculty Representative



Plenary Sessions
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Plenary Sessions
Brad Barker
Design: The Currency of a Smarter World

Most would agree the world has become 
a flatter place. Almost every morning we 
wake up to learn problems elsewhere in the 
world are affecting life in our own backyard. 
The US Stock market bounces up and down 
responding to financial news from Europe 
and Asia. Manufacturers, facing increased 
competition to capture America’s enormous 
appetite for consumer goods have benefited 
from low labor rates in emerging markets. 
Advanced technologies engineered in the 
US but built mostly in Asia have changed the 
way we live and work. As the US economy 
entered a financial slump, American archi-
tects have also learned there is life outside 
the US. Leading design firms now join sig-
nature architects in conducting mainstream 
business around the globe. It is official…we 
live in a globalized economy. 

The good news is that many of today’s 
emerging markets desire to tap US creativity. 

Prestigious global 
clients are retaining 
US-based companies 
to bring a piece of 
American knowhow 
and lifestyle to their 
developing nation. 
The US architectural 
profession is winning 
many of the highly 
prized international 
commissions and 
competitions. 
The Kingdom of 
Saudi Arabia just 
announced plans 

to build a one-kilometer high building and 
the architect is Chicago-based Adrian Smith 
& Gordon Gill Architecture. International 
AEC conglomerates are purchasing top US 
practices to enhance their global offering. 
There is no doubt that American architects 
dominate the global marketplace. The 
question for industry professionals and 
educators at BSU is, “How long can US 
architects maintain this position as the world’s 
leading designers?” 

As an Executive Vice President with the 
global design firm RTKL, Mr. Brad T. Barker 
will offer his insight on succeeding in a hyper-
competitive, globalized economy. Refer-
encing his firm’s experience, Mr. Barker will 
share his perspective on positioning young 
architects to out-think, out-design, and out-
perform competitors from anywhere in the 
world. To learn how design can be a global 
differentiator, please join this keynote address 
as Mr. Barker challenges fellow alumni and 
The College of Architecture and Planning to 
join him in training up professionals capable 
of retaining America’s architectural domi-
nance around the world. 

Brad Barker, AIA

2011 Distinguished 
Alumnus Award

BArch, Ball State 
University, 1981, 
RTKL, 2000  – Present, 
NCARB, 1987- Present, 
ServiceMaster, 1993-
1999 • Dallas, founded 
VHA Health Facilities 
Group, 1986-1992, 
Dallas, Humana, 1981-
1985

Shanghai Changzheng New Pudong Hospital

King Faisal Specialist Hospital
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Cynthia A. Bowen, AICP, 
LEED AP

2011 Award of 
Outstanding 
Achievement

Bachelor of Urban & 
Regional Planning & 
Development, Ball 
State University, 1996,  
Bachelor of Science in 
Environmental Design, 
Ball State University, 
1996 • RW Armstrong, 
2007- Present • HNTB 
Corporation, 1998 – 
2007 • Camiros Ltd., 
1996 – 1998 • American 
Planning Association, 
Board Director, Region 
IV, 2009 – Present • Past 
President of the Indiana 
Planning Association, 
Member of the Illinois 
Planning Association 
Pro Bono Planning 
Committee, 1997-
1998 • Indianapolis 
Business Journal’s 40 
Under 40 Designation, 
2011 • Urban Planning 
Distinguished Alumni 
Award, 2011 • Earl 
Franke Award for 
Distinguished Service 
to the Chapter, Indiana 
Planning Association, 
2010

a small private planning firm after graduat-
ing Ball State University.   Those skills have 
allowed her to continue to learn on the job 
and grow a practice that serves the Middle 
East.

For this symposium, Cynthia will discuss her 
past experiences in working in the Middle 
East.  She will discuss how she got started, 
the technical skills she relied on, and the 
on-the-job training regarding planning for 
different cultures. 

Cynthia will discuss how she was a pioneer 
in her company, being the first professional 
woman working in Libya, Oman and Saudi 
Arabia for her current firm.  Highlighting her 
middle east projects, she will discuss what 
gradates need to know about the plan-
ning process in the middle east, how to plan 
for different values both from a social and 
physical perspective, overcoming technol-
ogy challenges, defining and recognizing 
good planning and ensuring that what you 
plan works, navigating the complex cultural 
interactions to work as a team across multiple 
offices, cultures and disciplines and where 
the spirit of adventure can take you that 
will enrich your professional life.  Graduates 
will observe that technical and social skills 
developed through project work are directly 
transferrable to all projects, large and small; 
domestic and foreign.

Cynthia Bowen
Learning to Plan for Different Cultures

As a certified urban planner, Cynthia’s job—
and passion—is to plan communities of 
lasting value.  She helps these communities 
improve the quality of life for people around 
the world. Each project has its own unique 
set of challenges whether they are cultural 
sensitivities, difficulties driving consensus, 
economic, site, or environmental constraints. 

When graduating from the College of 
Architecture and Planning (CAP) in 1996, 
Cynthia never imagined that she would be 
planning for communities in the Middle 
East.  She didn’t know the skill sets necessary 
to successfully navigate complex cultural, 
political, economic, social, and technical 
challenges to deliver master plans that 
embody the culture and unique needs of 
communities from Tripoli, Libya; to Abu 
Dhabi, United Arab Emirates; to Jeddah, 
Saudi Arabia.

The success she has achieved comes from 
a strong planning education and diverse 
curriculum at CAP and teachable planning 
moments during her first job in Chicago for 

Golf Gardens - Abu Dhabi

Energy City - Libya
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Jeff C. Bone, AIA
  
2011 Award of 
Outstanding 
Achievement

Ball State University, 
Bachelor of Architecture, 
1987 •  Ball State 
University, Bachelor of 
Science, Environmental 
Design, 1986 • Partner, 
Landon Bone Baker 
Architects Ltd., Chicago, 
IL 1998 - Present, 
Landon Architects Ltd., 
Chicago, IL 1989 - 1998, 
Johnson & Partners 
Architects, London, 
England 1987 - 1988 
• Chicago Landmark 
Award for Preservation 
Excellence, 2008 
• Richard H. Driehaus, 
1st Place Award for 
Architectural Excellence 
in Community Design, 
The Solid Ground 
Supportive Housing 
Program, 2008, 
Builder’s Choice Design 
and Planning Awards, 
Grand Award, Douglass 
Square Mixed-Income 
Project, Champaign, IL., 
2007

Jeff Bone
Sustaining Community: 
Small Steps, Big Change

Good design should be available to all. 
That is the belief shared by Jeff Bone and 
his Chicago-based firm Landon Bone Baker 
Architects. The firm has successfully bal-
anced context, technology, and economy in 
its work - while bringing a strong sense of 
ownership to the residents of a wide variety 
of new and rehabbed affordable, subsidized, 
and supportive housing developments. From 
large-scale urban design and planning initia-
tives to small non-profit projects integrated 
into existing neighborhoods, LBBA has of-
fered unique design solutions to people in 
communities across the city of Chicago and 
beyond.

For instance, the adaptive-reuse 
rehabilitation of the 90-unit Viceroy SRO 

Hotel, a National Register Landmark, will 
incorporate innovative, energy-efficient, 
and green design strategies. By linking 
affordable housing with urban agriculture, 
nutrition education, and the local community, 
the project will help to provide formerly 
homeless individuals with a more stable life.

The award-winning LaCasa Norte’s Solid 
Ground Supportive Housing Project, a 
comparatively small urban infill rehab project 
provides shelter and supportive services for 
16 homeless male youth. Along with en-
ergy efficiency, the project features custom-
designed furniture for small spaces, and a 
garden designed and built by residents and a 
local arts-based non-profit group.

Jeff will discuss the design and impact of 
these diverse projects as well as other hous-
ing, outreach, and volunteer work that the 
firm has recently been a part of.

Viceroy SRO Hotel
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Richard Fetz
Total Cost Modeling

Now more than ever, this world needs 
architects! They can distill the complex into 
the understandable while offering realistic 
solutions. Architects and designers have the 
unique “gift” of being able to conceptually 
solve problems of not only what is tangible, 
but also what isn’t there and what doesn’t 
even exist yet.

My career has focused almost entirely on 
healthcare projects of all types, sizes and 
markets. Healthcare projects are unique in 
that they encompass all project types within 
their “city walls”. As a healthcare architect, 
you design educational facilities, religious 
facilities, parking garages, office buildings, 
restaurants, public spaces and more. This 
plethora of spaces all exist within a typical 
hospital. I have been fortunate to work with 
some clients for over 20 years, completing 
hundreds of projects in that span of time. 
One thing that clients count on their architect 
to do is help them navigate through the built 
environment and help them think of solutions 
to problems that they never would have the 
foresight to see.

My healthcare clients have taught me nu-
merous lessons on how to be a better and 
more effective architect. After many years of 
side-by-side collaboration with my healthcare 
clients, I have developed an understanding 
of the world in which they live. Exposure to 
the dynamics that my healthcare clients face 
has recently shifted, or perhaps awakened, 
my perspective on the role of an architect. In 
the current economy, architects are missing 
great opportunities every day. Our profession 
is not seeing the forest for the trees. Archi-
tects have been focused not on the wrong 

things but only one to ten percent of what is 
out there. This presentation will focus on the 
concept that I have been developing for the 
last two years - a concept that we may want 
to pay attention to and that architects can 
champion.

This concept is called “Total Cost Modeling.”
Richard Fetz, AIA, ACHA

2011 Award of 
Outstanding 
Achievement
 
Bachelor of Architecture, 
Ball State University, 
1979 • Bachelor of 
Science, Environmental 
Design, Ball State 
University, 1979, 
BSA LifeStructures, 
1981 – present • Okey 
Associates Architects, 
1980 – 1981 • Griggs, 
Lee, Ruff Architects, 
1979 – 1980 • Member 
of the National AIA 
Documents committee, 
Member of the Board 
of Registration for 
Architects & Landscape 
Architects
Honors include:
State AIA Design 
Award for the Ruth Lilly 
Conference Center in 
Indianapolis, Indiana, 
State AIA Honor Award 
for the Special Care 
Facility in Charleston, 
West Virginia • State 
AIA Honor Award for 
the Psychiatric Unit at 
Community Hospital 
North in Indianapolis, 
Indiana • Design Award 
for the Tonkin Leasing 
Facility in Portland, 
Oregon.

Safdarjung Hospital - New Delhi, India

Schneck Medical Center - Seymour, IN

St. Vincent Mercy Hospital - Elwood, IN
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Richard Moake, AIA

2011 Award of 
Outstanding 
Achievement

BArch, Ball State 
University, 1972 • CEO, 
The Moake Park Group, 
Inc., 1989 – present 
• Member, Ball State 
University, Board of 
Trustees, 1991 – 2007 
• Past Board Member 
ARC of Allen County 
• Past Board Member 
Salvation Army • Past 
Board Member Fort 
Wayne Museum of Art • 
Past Member American 
Arbitration Association

Richard Moake
Listening, Hearing, and Understanding

I was lucky as a seventh grade student in 
middle school in that I began thinking about 
either being a professional baseball player or 
an Architect.  I’m pretty sure I didn’t com-
prehend what an Architect really did, or how 
you actually got to be one, but I thought just 
in case pitching for the Yankees didn’t work 
out, I should have something to fall back on.  
As time passed, and at age 15 I did actually 
have a try-out with the New York Mets.  By 
the time I was 18, however, I really began to 
focus on becoming an Architect.  I spent two 
years at Purdue, then transferred into BSU/
CAP summer session, and seriously began to 
prepare myself for a career in Architecture.

The College of Architecture and Planning, 
I believe, does serve several purposes . . . . 
at least it did for me.  First and foremost it 
provided me with skills and knowledge to 
actually graduate and enter the profession.  
Secondly, it perpetuated a work ethic and 
prepared me for a very demanding career 
choice.  Most important, what CAP had done 
for me was instill the confidence to achieve 
nearly a life-long goal of helping to shape 
the environment as an Architect.  Oh well, 
I guess the Mets did win the World Series 
once!

Wholeheartedly I believe that TEAM is every-
thing in the profession of Architecture.  The 
success of the team necessarily focuses on 
many aspects, and I will briefly discuss four 

very important elements that I feel do cap-
ture the success of my personal endeavors in 
this profession.  These are:

Communication Skills—This begins with listening 
to and understanding the Client’s goals and 
objectives for each project, and conveying them 
to all other team members.  It continues with 
thorough and timely interaction throughout the 
project.

Integration of ALL disciplines—Each unique and 
complex project may require different expertise, 
talent, and experience to complete the design, 
engineering and construction.  Selecting just 
the right Team is integral to the success of the 
project.

Leadership—My particular role in projects will 
vary from project to project.   Our clients 
have demonstrated great confidence in my 
abilities to not only provide Team leadership, 
but to also provide the Client Team with 
leadership and guidance for their participation 
and involvement throughout the design, 
construction and occupancy process.

Stylized Approach—By design, we have carefully 
avoided any certain style or vocabulary in 
the designs for our projects.  Our clients 
are very diverse, therefore their projects are 
equally diverse.  This gives us an extraordinary 
opportunity to discover and develop design 
parameters and solutions that truly fit the 
client’s dreams, site, context, and budget.  We 
would rather be known for designing successful 
projects, rather than a particular style of 
Architecture.

I was blessed to attend Ball State University, 
become an Architect, and create many excit-
ing and remarkable projects.  Though only a 
part of the process, I have been fortunate to 
always have a staff of experts, all of us apply-
ing our individual and collective talents.  I am 
equally blessed with having the good fortune 
of working with the best clients.  We strive to 
always develop a bond with them far beyond 
the “project”.  It is these associations and 
friendships I cherish the most.

Indiana Tech Administration

Northridge HS Auditorium

Indiana Tech Engineering



Parallel Sessions
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The Crystal Ball. What 
Does Your Future Hold?
 
Discussion Panel Participants — Recent 
graduates with diverse transitional 
experiences.
Moderated by Students of CAP

The CNN Anderson Cooper Show recently 
interviewed people who use the services 
of visioning consultants and estimated that 
we spend approximately $2 billion per year 
figuring out what is yet to come. In Decem-
ber 2004, the Bureau of Labor Statistics listed 
psychic counselors as an emerging career 
field.

Yes, by nature, we are curious.  Most of us 
like to know what is coming down the road 
so we can take full advantage of the oppor-
tunities it may provide.  Today’s panel dis-
cussion, while not as mysterious as a crystal 
ball viewing session, will assist us in peering 
into the future.  A small but diverse group of 
alumni with different perspectives into the 
future will share their personal trajectory into 
potential predictions. Some may be challeng-
ing, some may be promising, some may be 
both.

Women in the Field: 
Panel Discussion
Moderator — Jody Rosenblatt-Naderi, 
Chairperson of the Department of 
Landscape Architecture

An interactive discussion with recent women 
graduates of Landscape Architecture regard-
ing their experiences in the career. 

Hear skilled practitioners discuss the 
transition from student to working 
professional, what they feel the future of 
Landscape Architecture has in store, and 
what they would have studied today to 
prepare them for their careers. 

Parallel Sessions
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John McCreery and 
Katrin Klingenberg
Introducing Passive House Institute US 
History, Theory, Principles, and Practice

Passive House Institute US standards trans-
lated from the German to address North 
American design and construction industry 
methods and conditions, is rapidly becom-
ing recognized as a powerful fully integrated 
building simulation tool set and direct path 
in addressing the demands of global climate 
change. 

It is adopted widely throughout the EU the 
PH standard sets demanding minimum en-
ergy consumption for buildings.  The method 
enables a re-balancing of the traditional roles 
of building envelope and mechanical/electri-
cal system design. The PH method promises 
to revolutionize the Architectural design pro-
cess in the western hemisphere as it is doing 
in Europe by placing tools which integrate 
and model of thermal heat and cooling loads 
with orientation, weather data and building 
detailing. In the hands of the Architects, this 
empowering method and tool set replaces 
subjective opinion with data and assists the 

designer with scientific evidence to make 
compelling evidence for design decisions.

Some of the topics surveyed in the presenta-
tion will be:

• Principles of Passive House Design - Heat 
Transfer, Air-tightness, Super-insulation, 
Ventilation and Moisture Control 

• The Passive House Planning Package tool 
set (PHPP), a powerful and precise energy 
modeling software 

• Minimizing Mechanical Systems (Energy 
Recovery Ventilation) 

• Passive House Construction Examples 
• Passive House Materials Selection 

John McCreery, AIA, former CAP Faculty 
and Certified Passive House Consultant 
will present a survey of Passive House 
history, methods, standards and a preview 
of the Passive House Consultant training 
opportunities to become a CPHC. Katrin 
Klingenberg CPHC, March ’96, and Director 
of Passive House Institute US, will participate 
to answer questions and give the closing 
address via video link from the Annual PH 
Conference in Washington D.C.

This promises to be a rewarding learning 
experience and a renewal of hope for many 
that we can meet our responsibility to 
address the challenge of climate change.

John McCreery, AIA, 
CPHC, NCARB

Master of Architecture, 
University of Utah, 1974, 
Bachelor of Science 
in Political Science, 
Minor in Architecture, 
University of Utah, 
1970 • What Art, 
Owner, April 2010 – 
Present • CPHC, Passive 
house Consultant, 
2010-present • Fanning 
Howey, 1997 – April 
2010 • Ball State 
University, Assistant 
Professor, 1987-1995, 
McCreery Martindale 
Architects, Principal, 
1981-1987.

Katrin Klingenberg, 
CPHC, MArch ‘96

Katrin Klingenberg 
CPHC, MArch ‘96, is 
the Director of Passive 
House Institute US. 
She is the founder 
and director of the 
Ecological Construction 
Laboratory and co-
founder of the Passive 
House Institute US, 
both based in Urbana, 
Ill. Katrin is a licensed 
architect in Germany.
Katrin designed and 
built her Smith House, 
the first building in the 
US to meet the Passive 
House standard, in 2003. Passive House Institute US Homepage - http://www.passivehouse.us
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Robin Randall, BArch ‘86

Over the past 26 years, 
I have had the pleasure 
of working for design 
firms, including Perkins 
& Will of Chicago and 
Zimmer Gunsul Frasca 
of Seattle, creating 
unique environments 
customized to client 
needs. FGM Architects 
in Oak Brook, IL has 
been my home for the 
last 8 years where we 
have been focused 
on supporting K-12 
educational clients 
needs.

Robin Randall
Inspired to Learn:
Innovation in Educational Design

Process
One of the unique things about FGM is our 
process. The process includes immersion in 
our client’s facilities, interactive questionnaires 
with students, teachers and administration, 
data gathering, research, visioning, program-
ming and concept design. FGM developed 
this process to find the essence of our client’s 
needs and dreams for their educational de-
livery and facility. It is a “Montessori process” 
where the client is the central focus.

Examples
Montessori Delivery Method - Seton Montes-
sori – “Child’s House Concept” where room 
configurations support individual and group 
learning, process from blocks to museum 
board to building – shoe string budget – stu-
dent, parent and staff workshops – sustain-
able elements. Introspective, curriculum de-
livery is child focused – starts with one child 

discovering one thing and then researching 
that idea from many different perspectives.

Middle School Delivery Method - Sycamore 
Middle School – “Transformation Concept” 
where an existing mundane 1960’s junior 
high building is translated into a middle 
school new image, customized process, 
community forums, sustainable elements – 
adaptive reuse. Curriculum delivery method 
is team focused – school within a school – 
identity and middle school philosophy.

High School Learning Community Delivery 
Method - Wesclin High School – “Environ-
mental Responsibility Concept” - Architecture 
as a teaching tool for the community, pre-
referendum support, green grants, agricul-
tural lab, rain gardens, renewable energy, 
planning strategies to support learning com-
munity delivery method.

Conclusion
Educators should demand customized envi-
ronments to match their curriculum delivery 
method. Architects should be good listeners, 
provide expertise, create inspiring environ-
ments and make the process fun!

Seton Process Sycamore Middle School Wesclin Site Plan
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Daniel Haake
Tsunami of Freight: The Challenges and 
Opportunities for Midwestern Planners

Transportation planners across the country 
have become increasingly concerned about 
the effects that a shift in the global supply 
chain will have in their regions. Communi-
ties that had a small freight presence have 
seen unprecedented growth, while others 
have seen quite the opposite. This creates a 
unique challenge for planners. How do land 
use and transportation planners respond ap-
propriately to this sudden growth and even 

more importantly how do we incorporate the 
private sector into our planning process? 

Over the next twenty years, the US govern-
ment predicts that freight volumes will dou-
ble throughout the nation. Haake will discuss 
what the changing global picture means for 
the Midwest, and how national and regional 
freight leaders are planning to deal with 
this “tsunami of freight.”  More locally, how 
communities have partnered with the private 
sector to create economic development op-
portunities unheard of our current economic 
climate, while managing the negative exter-
nalities that come with freight development.

Daniel Haake, MURP ‘06

B.A. Political Science, Ball 
State University, 2004, 
Master of Urban and 
Regional Planning – Ball 
State University, 2006, 
Graduate Certificate in 
Public Management, 
Indiana University, 
2008 • M.S. Logistics 
and Supply Chain 
Management – Wright 
State University, 2010, 
Senior Planner with 
the Mid-Ohio Regional 
Planning Commission 
(MORPC) in Columbus, 
Ohio • Secretary of 
the Transportation 
Research Board’s 
Intermodal Freight 
Transport Committee, 
Young Member of 
the Transportation 
Research Board’s Urban 
Freight Transportation 
Committee.

The last mile of any freight trip remains the most costly

Columbus's Rickenbacker Intermodal Yard

Intermodal shipping container yards

Critical shipping container railroad routes
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Dominick J Gallegos
Design Agency : Opportunistic Design 
and Generative Processes

Modern and Post-Modern constructs of 
the past have made the process of design 
a largely esoteric function and has por-
trayed architecture as a field of imagery to 
be objectified as commodities by clients or, 
more appropriately, consumers. The com-
modification of architecture in an increasingly 
complex and litigious economy has led to the 
narrowing architectural responsibility. 

This presentation emphasizes the need for 
design agency, the means of design, in an 
increasingly competitive architectural field.  
The presentation highlights how some firms 
are doing this by building a design narrative 

through generative processes that are ty-
pological (using program as a generator of 
building form), material (focusing on mate-
rial components as a generator of form), or 
technological (focusing on the tectonics of 
building as a generator of form).

Dominick J. Gallegos, 
MArch ‘08

Bachelor of Architecture, 
Ball State University, 
2006 • Masters of 
Architecture, Ball State 
University, 2008 • He 
is a designer for HOK 
Chicago • Along with 
some colleagues around 
the country, he started 
Archilepsy, an online 
design magazine.

Curtain wall pattern analysisCustom molded brick module
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Michael Holtz
Design of a Large Net-Zero Energy Office 
Building

The U.S. Department of Energy’s lead 
renewable energy laboratory, the National 
Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL), 
required a large ( 20,000 square foot) 
new office building to consolidate existing 
research staff from a number of leased office 
space. A design-build design competition 

was held to select the design-build team. A 
major aspect of the design competition was 
the energy and environmental performance 
of the building. The project had to achieve 
aggressive energy efficiency requirements 
and a LEED Platinum rating. This presentation 
will address the approach the winning 
design-build team took to achieving the 
energy and environmental design goals, 
and to creating the largest net-zero energy 
project in the U.S.

Michael Holtz, FAIA, 
BArch ‘71

Master of Architecture, 
1974, State University 
of New York at 
Buffalo • Bachelor of 
Architecture, 1971, 
Ball State University • 
Founder and Principal 
at LightLouver LLC, 2005 
– present • Founder, 
CEO and President at 
Architectural Energy 
Corporation, 1982-2009 
• Solar Energy Research 
Institute (now known 
as National Renewable 
Energy Laboratory) Chief 
of the Building Systems 
Research Branch, and 
Acting Director of 
the Buildings Division 
(1978 – 1982) • the AIA 
Research Corporation 
Program Manager and 
Director of Solar Energy 
Programs (1972 – 1978) 
• National Bureau of 
Standards (now known 
as the National Institute 
for Standards and 
Technology) research 
architect (1972) • 
Practicing architect in 
his own practice, 1976 
- present • In 1975, he 
authored the first major 
U.S. publication on solar 
energy and housing 
design, Solar Dwelling 
Design Concepts

Photos and Rendering of the National Renewable Energy Laboratory — Research Support Facility (RSF)

National Renewable Energy Laboratory — Research Support Facility in Golden, CO
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The Class of 1971
Then

Now

Members of the class 
of 1971 are here to 
celebrate their 40th 
anniversary. 
 
Class photo to be taken 
today at 4:30
Meet in the CAP Gallery
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Recall... the CAP!
Ball State University provided me with a solid foundation of functional planning skills that has helped 
numerous healthcare providers respond to the financial and competitive pressures of a transforming 
industry. BSU also gave me a better understanding of the humanistic factors that influence the design 
of great spaces, which has helped me use design to improve healthcare delivery.  I credit my BSU 
internship over 30 years ago as the key event that launched my healthcare career. 
Brad Barker, BArch ‘81

“I look back at my five years at CAP with fond memories of the place, the teachers, and my fellow 
students. The quality of education was exceptional; it provided me with a strong design, technical, and 
professional foundation to begin my career. My thanks to all the encouraging and nurturing teachers 
at CAP. I feel especially fortunate to have participated in some small-town Indiana charrettes guided 
by Tony Costello, Harry Eggink, and Michel Mounayar. Those thoughtful, energized, and fast-paced 
charrettes really had an impact on me. Brainstorming and working with community-based non-profit 
groups to help them define a vision for the future is an essential part of my work today!” 
Jeff Bone, BArch ‘87

The impact on me both personally and professionally was immense.  Without having attended the CAP 
I probably wouldn’t have had a career in architecture. Once I convinced myself that I could make it 
through the program (sometime in second year) and I could be a good architect one day my entire life 
came into focus. 
I was very fortunate to have had a wide variety of professors who were very open minded and from 
various backgrounds that help coach and guide me through the program.  Equally if not more impor-
tant the experience of being around my classmates for five years was a driving force that not only got 
me through school but gave me the drive and determination once I graduated to make it in the real 
world.  The class of ‘79 has turned out some awesome architects and I am proud to be a part of that 
group. 
Richard Fetz, BArch ‘79

“When I was in graduate school, it was drilled into us that 1) our education would prepare us to know 
a little bit about a lot of things and 2) that our education would be applicable in just about any way 
in which we chose to apply it. These sentiments were colorfully combined in our professors’ acknowl-
edgement that “we’d all be a little bit dangerous at everything.” 
John Marron, MURP ‘09

“When I think back on CAP, an image of my 6th floor first-year studio is usually what emerges. There 
was such a powerful creative energy in the air up there! I can vividly remember coming off of the 
elevator and turning right to enter the “farky” side of the studio, and taking in the scene: “creative 
expressions” hanging from the ceiling over individual workspaces, music blaring, a wild collection of 
matboard, cardboard and paper models piled on top of desks all the way across the room. No matter 
what time of day or night, it was an active, inspiring, collaborative environment so full of potential. It is 
that spirit of learning and the truly creative studio atmosphere that I still aspire to create in my profes-
sional office - the music is just turned down a little!” 
M.J. Meneley, BLA ‘96

Everyone has a story 
to tell. We’ve heard 
CAP students have had 
some unique learning 
experiences and not 
just in the classroom. 
In this new section, we 
are pleased to share 
with you, comments 
from alumni about 
their favorite CAP 
memories. Whether they 
include studio stories, 
competition challenges, 
preparing for Jury week, 
special people they have 
met, hardships endured, 
or triumphs they had, 
we welcome them all. 
To share your story or 
photos, please contact 
Lori Pence, Assistant 
to the Dean, via email 
lpence@bsu.edu or call 
(765) 285-5879.
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CAP Faculty Directory
NAME OFFICE PHONE E-Mail AddressE-Mail Address DEPT.

Adams, Vera 5-1918 vadams@bsu.eduvadams@bsu.edu PL
Angulo, Antonieta 5-1995 aangulo@bsu.eduaangulo@bsu.edu AR
Baas, Chris 5-1984 rcbaas@bsu.edurcbaas@bsu.edu LA
Beaubien, Brad 317/822-6170 bmbeaubien@bsu.edubmbeaubien@bsu.edu CAP
Benson, Robert M. 5-1981 rbenson@bsu.edurbenson@bsu.edu LA
Bilello, Joe 5-2026 jbilello@bsu.edujbilello@bsu.edu AR
Blalock, Joseph 5-4258 jblalock@ bsu.edujblalock@ bsu.edu LA
Brown, Antony, Director of Ecosa InstituteBrown, Antony, Director of Ecosa Institute brown@ecosainstitute.orgbrown@ecosainstitute.org
Brubaker, Cynthia cjbrubaker@bsu.educjbrubaker@bsu.edu AR
Burayidi, Michael 5-5699 maburayidi@bsu.edumaburayidi@bsu.edu PL
Bussiere, Simon 5-4259 sbussiere@bsu.edusbussiere@bsu.edu LA
Cairns, Malcolm 5-1982 mcairns@bsu.edumcairns@bsu.edu LA
Calkins, Meg 5-2183 calkins@bsu.educalkins@bsu.edu LA
Campbell, Duncan 5-1920 dcampbell@bsu.edudcampbell@bsu.edu AR
Chiuini, Michele 5-1913 mchiuini@bsu.edumchiuini@bsu.edu AR
Coggeshall, Joshua 5-2028 jrcoggeshall@bsu.edujrcoggeshall@bsu.edu AR
Corbin, Carla 5-1976 cicorbin2@bsu.educicorbin2@bsu.edu LA
Cruz, German T. 5-9076 gcruz@bsu.edugcruz@bsu.edu LA
Culp, Jeffrey D. 5-1917 jculp@bsu.edujculp@bsu.edu CERES
Daas, Mahesh 5-1904 mahesh@bsu.edumahesh@bsu.edu AR
de Brea, Ana 5-1905 adebrea@bsu.eduadebrea@bsu.edu AR
Deeg, Lohren c- 631-1016 ldeeg@bsu.eduldeeg@bsu.edu PL
Diebold, Paul C. 5-1910 pdiebold@dnr.in.govpdiebold@dnr.in.gov AR
Dotson, Olon 5-3481 odotson@bsu.eduodotson@bsu.edu AR
Dunaway, Lisa  lmdunaway@bsu.edulmdunaway@bsu.edu PL
Eggink, Harry A. 5-1907 heggink@bsu.eduheggink@bsu.edu AR
Elvin, George 5-5851 elvin@bsu.eduelvin@bsu.edu AR
Fisher, Robert A. 5-2631 rfisher@bsu.edurfisher@bsu.edu CERES
Frankel, Bruce 5-5869 bfrankel@bsu.edubfrankel@bsu.edu PL
Gray, Timothy 5-1938 tcgray@bsu.edutcgray@bsu.edu AR
Grondzik, Walter 5-2030 wtgrondzik@bsu.eduwtgrondzik@bsu.edu AR
Harwood, Pamela L. 5-1916 pharwood@bsu.edupharwood@bsu.edu AR
Headley, Dustin daheadley@bsu.edudaheadley@bsu.edu AR
Hunt, Martha 5-1623 mhunt@bsu.edumhunt@bsu.edu LA
Hurdis, Frank 5-1910 fhurdisjr@indy.rr.comfhurdisjr@indy.rr.com AR
Janz, Wes 5-1915 wjanz@bsu.eduwjanz@bsu.edu AR
Jiao, Junfeng 5-8144 jjiao@bsu.edujjiao@bsu.edu PL
Keddy, Karen 5-7464 kkeddy@bsu.edukkeddy@bsu.edu AR
Kelly, Eric D. 5-1909 ekelly@bsu.eduekelly@bsu.edu PL
Kendall, Stephen H. 5-1911 skendall@bsu.eduskendall@bsu.edu ARCH 
Klinger, Kevin 5-1912 krklinger@bsu.edukrklinger@bsu.edu AR
Koester, Robert J. 5-1135 rkoester@bsu.edurkoester@bsu.edu CERES
Landphair, Harlow 4-4162 hlandphair@bsu.eduhlandphair@bsu.edu LA
Lankford, Susan 213-3540x229 smlankford@bsu.edusmlankford@bsu.edu CHP
Marlow, Chris 5-1980 marlow@bsu.edumarlow@bsu.edu LA
McHone, Cynthia 5-4257 cmchone@bsu.educmchone@bsu.edu LA
Middleton, Deborah 5-7162 dmiddleton@bsu.edudmiddleton@bsu.edu AR
Motloch, John 5-7561 jmotloch@bsu.edujmotloch@bsu.edu LA
Mounayar, Michel 5-8917 mmounaya@bsu.edummounaya@bsu.edu CAP
Naderi, Jody Rosenblatt 5-2051 jrnaderi@bsu.edujrnaderi@bsu.edu LA
Overbey, Dan 5-1910 djoverbey@bsu.edudjoverbey@bsu.edu AR
Parker, Francis 5-5870 fparker@bsu.edufparker@bsu.edu PL
Perera, Nihal 5-8606 nperera@bsu.edunperera@bsu.edu PL
Race, Bruce 510/604-1709 brace@bsu.edubrace@bsu.edu ARCH/MUD
San Miguel, Miguel 5-4162 mtsanmiguel@bsu.edumtsanmiguel@bsu.edu AR
Shimizu, Janice 5-7162 jhshimizu@bsu.edujhshimizu@bsu.edu AR
Silver, Mike 5-4352 mssilver@bsu.edumssilver@bsu.edu AR
Sink, Donna 5-1910 drsink@bsu.edudrsink@bsu.edu AR
Smith, Leslie H. 5-1978 lsmith2@bsu.edulsmith2@bsu.edu LA
Spodek, Jonathan 5-1919 jspodek@bsu.edujspodek@bsu.edu AR
Stafford, Dick 5-1910 crstafford@bsu.educrstafford@bsu.edu AR
Swartz, Andrea M. 5-2262 aswartz@bsu.eduaswartz@bsu.edu AR
Tomizawa, Susan 5-1977 satomizawa@bsu.edusatomizawa@bsu.edu LA
Truex, Scott 5-5188 struex@bsu.edustruex@bsu.edu UP
Underwood, Rod 730-2301 rod@rod-underwood.netrod@rod-underwood.net AR
Vasquez de Velasco, Guillermo 5-5861 guillermo@bsu.eduguillermo@bsu.edu CAP
Vermillion, Joshua 5-4352 jdvermillion@bsu.edujdvermillion@bsu.edu AR
Wolner, Edward 5-1929 twolner@bsu.edutwolner@bsu.edu AR
Woodfin, C. Daniel 5-1930 dwoodfin@bsu.edudwoodfin@bsu.edu AR
Wyman, John E. 5-1932 jwyman@bsu.edujwyman@bsu.edu AR
Yigit-Turan, Burca 5-1910 bturan@bsu.edubturan@bsu.edu LA

When you leave campus, 
we still consider you a 
part of the CAP family.  
Our faculty and staff 
enjoy staying connected 
with you. Please keep 
in touch and fill us in 
on your personal and 
professional updates. 
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Dean’s Society Donor Wall
BENEFICENCE SOCIETY

PATRON 
$250,000 +

FELLOW 
$100,000-$249,000

PRINCIPAL 
$50,000-$99,999

DISTINGUISHED PARTNER 
$25,000-$49,999

EXECUTIVE PARTNER 
$10,000-$24,999

SENIOR PARTNER 
$5,000-$9,999

PARTNER 
$1,000-$4,999

When your lifetime gifts to the College of 
Architecture and Planning accumulate and 
total $1,000 or more, you will be recognized 
in the College’s Dean’s Society.  Your name 
will be displayed on the Donor Wall which is 
located in the Atrium of the CAP.

If you would like more information, 
please contact:

Brenda Davis 
Director of Development and  
Director of Corporate Relations 
Ball State University Development 
AL 262 
Muncie, IN 47308 
Toll Free: 888-235-0058 
Office: 765-285-2549 
Email: bkdavis@bsu.edu
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Notes
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